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Elite Executive Gift 
  
The Square Golf Ball® is proud to announce a brand new ultra elite executive gift item – the Executive 
Square Golf Ball®. Using the master mold for our regular production Square Golf Balls®, we now 
individually machine The Square Golf Ball® from a solid block of aluminum. Then, this solid and hefty 
Square Golf Ball® can be anodized to virtually any color you want (see our web site for the most popular 
colors). Finally, if desired, add whatever text or graphic desired. Please note that depending on the color 
selected for the Square Golf Ball, some logos and/or text will not contrast well and should be avoided. 
We will gladly provide our input and guidance at that time. Each Executive Square Golf Ball® is made 
upon order. Without doubt, this is the perfect executive gift – for company anniversary, promotion, 
retirement or any one of a dozen other related milestones. The Executive Square Golf Ball® is a true 
keepsake that will rank extremely high on any recipient’s priority list. Absolute perfection, and a 
tremendous addition to any offi ce desk or home  shelf. A keepsake, a memorable icon and a true 
conversation piece. When you need to get that special something that you know nobody else will buy – 
the Executive Square Golf Ball® is your ticket. There are no duplicates in the world – we are the only place 
to buy this unique gift item on planet Earth. The best of the best – the ultimate gift – the item that makes a 
true and lasting impression. Don’t settle for same-old-thing – go for the gold and make a true difference. 
But the Executive Square Golf Ball® and bask in the satisfaction of a well-planned and respected gift.  


